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Abstract

With the continuous development of satellite navigation, how to make full use of the compatibility and
interoperability among the four constellations deserves our deep thinking. Signal acquisition is a critical
technology that affects the performance of GNSS receivers. However, its implementation has high
requirements on both resource consumption and processing time. In recent years, graphics processing unit
(GPU) technology with a large number of parallel processing units is gradually applied to the navigation field.
In this paper, a multi-constellation-compatible capture strategy based on GPU is proposed. Compared with
the traditional GNSS signal processing, the design has better flexibility and portability, and the acquisition
parameters of the system can be configured flexibly through the interface. The experimental results show that
the proposed scheme makes full use of the powerful parallel processing capability of GPU, which greatly
reduces the acquisition time and improves the efficiency of signal processing, with the increase of data
processing. In addition, as the amount of signal processing data increases, the advantages of the CPU high-
performance computing platform will be more obvious.

Keywords: Global navigation satellite system (GNSS), Graphics processing unit (GPU) , Compatible, Signal
acquisition

1 Introduction
Recently, GNSS applications will face a revolution
due to the construction and modernization of global
navigation satellite systems (GNSS), and research on
multi-system and multi-frequency compatible re-
ceivers has become the trend. Integrated navigation
technology can greatly improve the reliability and
the precise of navigation system [1]. For the GNSS
multi-constellation navigation system, because the
four satellite navigation systems (GPS, GLONASS,
Galileo signal, and Beidou) have different signal
characteristics, including modulation mode, carrier
frequency, and the generation of pseudo random
noise code (PRN) code, making the consideration be-
tween the four satellite systems compatibility and
interoperability is very important in the design of

the GNSS receiver [2]. Interoperability refers to the
use of the same receiver system without any hard-
ware modifications and only needs to set up software
to receive signals from the four systems at the same
time.
Signal processing is the core part of GNSS re-

ceiver, which is mainly composed of signal capture
and signal tracking. In the initial stage of the devel-
opment of the receiver, it is mainly implemented by
hardware. Then, the technology of digital signal
processing (DSP), field programmable gate array
(FPGA), and advanced RISC machines (ARM) have
been gradually applied to the design of the signal
sampling or processing part of the GNSS software
receiver [3–8]. Compared to the traditional hardware
receiver using application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC), FPGA or DSP offer flexibility similar to soft-
ware and speed similar to hardware, but there are* Correspondence: 15882000306@163.com
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difficulties in implementing high-complexity calcula-
tions, and they are still expensive niche products for
dedicated applications [9, 10]. In addition, the flexi-
bility of receivers based on FPGA, DSP, or FPGA
+DSP is still very limited. At the same time, the cen-
tral processing unit (CPU) has gradually been used
in the design of the signal processing part of the
GNSS software receiver [11]. But limited by the
framework of CPU’s own structure, the efficiency of
FFT processing is not ideal, which makes it difficult
to realize real-time processing.
Until recently, the graphics processing unit (GPU)

technology with high-performance parallel computing
has gradually developed [12–14]. GPU is very differ-
ent from a CPU dedicated to general sequential tasks,
which has the characteristics of high parallel number
and large data throughput. GPU includes hundreds to
thousands of special purpose processors for graphic
processing and aims to carry out programming so
that the same function can be performed on multiple
data [15]. With the continuous development of GPU
technology, its application range extends from the
graphic field to more high-performance computing
areas that require very strong computing power [16,
17]. The GPU has been expected to be another way
for implementation which allows to realize the GNSS
radio [18]. In [19], a novel GPU-based correlator architecture
for GNSS software receivers is proposed. In [20], scholars
have studied the GPU-based real-time GPS software receiver.
It can be seen that the existing research results prove that
GPU technology can be applied to the signal processing part
of a software receiver and bring the improvement of signal
processing efficiency, but the existing results mostly focus on
single constellation signal processing.
On this basis, this paper makes a more in-depth

study of the capture technology that is compatible
with multiple constellation signal capabilities. A good
compatible signal capture strategy can improve not
only the acquiring performance of receiver but also
the processing capabilities of weak GNSS signal and
greatly reduce the consumption of resources. How-
ever, the difference of the signal system of each sys-
tem brings some difficulties to the design of the
compatible capture strategy. The compatible acquisi-
tion strategy based on GPU architecture proposed in
this paper can not only capture GPS and other single
constellation signals but also achieve compatible acquisition
of four major system signals with different code lengths,
code periods, or code rates by configuring system parame-
ters. In addition, the design makes full use of the advan-
tages of GPU parallel processing and improves the
efficiency of signal acquisition. The experimental results
show that the successful capture of the eight satellites takes
only 2.312 s.

2 Methodology
2.1 Analysis of acquisition algorithm
The purpose of signal acquisition is to determine the
satellite that can be observed and to estimate the rough
code phase and carrier Doppler shift [21, 22]. The es-
sence of the capture is to use the strong auto-correlation
of the pseudo random noise (PRN) code in the naviga-
tion signal to identify the navigation signal from the
noise [23]. In this paper, the fast acquisition method
based on fast Fourier transformation (FFT) is adopted.
The core is to transform the time-domain correlation
computation between the received signal and the local
pseudo code into the multiplication calculation in fre-
quency domain by using the circle correlation theorem,
thus greatly reducing the acquisition time. The principle
of the frequency domain capture algorithm based on
FFT is shown in Fig. 1.
Usually, when the algorithm is used to capture the sig-

nal, the number of arithmetic points should be an inte-
ger power of 2. Therefore, it is necessary to process the
data through a data pre-processing unit before the FFT
operation. But this paper uses GPU high-performance
computing platform, its internal cuFFT system kernel
function library will automatically optimize and acceler-
ate 2a × 3b × 5c × 7d. So there is no need to consider
whether the length of the processed data meets the basic
2-FFT operation. Therefore, the data pre-processing op-
eration designed in this paper is mainly used to improve
the compatibility of GNSS signal acquisition, so that it
can bring the data processing efficiency of the receiver
and improve the performance and speed of the signal
capture.

2.2 Principle of compatible acquisition
This section gives an analysis of the principle of
GNSS signal compatibility acquisition based on GPU
technology. Whether they capture GPS signals or
other constellation signals, they all have the same
capture and acquisition process, but there are also
some differences caused by different signal character-
istics [24]. In this paper, GPS L1 C/A, Beidou B1I,
Galileo E1B, and GLONASS L1 signals are studied as
examples. The difference between the four signals is
shown in Table 1. It can be seen from the table that
the differences of the four large system signals in-
clude the code length, the code rate, the modulation
mode, and the way of the RPN code generation. Espe-
cially in the modulation mode, different from the
traditional BPSK signal, the auto-correlation function
of the BOC signal has many peaks, and it is necessary
to pay attention to it. Therefore, in the design process
of the compatible capture strategy, the similarities
and differences of the system signal should be fully
considered.
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In this design, in order to make the system com-
patible with the signals with different characteristics,
the common part is integration design into a public
module, the differential part (PRN code generator
module and data processing module) are designed
into an independent sub module, and realizes the
seamless connection between the common module
and the difference between modules, so as to im-
prove the system code reuse rate and data process-
ing efficiency.
As shown in Fig. 1, the system contains two data

pre-processing modules, one of which is data pre-
processing for the output of the PRN code generator
module and the other one is the pretreatment of the
intermediate frequency (IF) sampling data. The former
uses the method of up-sampling to achieve the ex-
pansion of the local PRN code, so that it can meet
the needs of acquisition all of GNSS signal. According
to the Nyquist sampling theorem, this paper define
the bit wide of data as two times of 4.092 MHz,
which means that the module will produce PRN code
data with a frequency of 8.182 MHz. Therefore, dur-
ing the process of capture, the length of the pseudo-
code data is 8182 after the pre-processing of each in-
put 1 ms. And the other pre-processing module
mainly uses the methods of down-sampling and sub-
sampling to reduce the sampling rate of the IF data,
so that the width of input GNSS signal can meet the
requirements of the compatible capture. In this paper,
the short-time coherent integration algorithm is used
to reduce the sampling data of the intermediate fre-
quency of the GNSS signal. Usually, satellite data

contains a number of satellite signals, and one of the
satellite signals is used for analysis. Suppose that the
IF sampling data S(t) obtained in the satellite with
PRN K and the result of the multiplication of the co-
phase component and the quadrature component in
the local carrier generator are seen as two intermedi-
ate variables Si(t) and Sq(t), that is

SI tð Þ ¼ s tð Þ �
ffiffiffi

2
p

cos ωIF þ Δωð Þt½ �
¼ Dk ntsð ÞCk ntsð Þ cos Δωtð Þ ð1Þ

SQ tð Þ ¼ s tð Þ �
ffiffiffi

2
p

sin ωIF þ Δωð Þt½ �
¼ Dk ntsð ÞCk ntsð Þ sin Δωtð Þ ð2Þ

Here, ts is the sampling period, showing Nts = 1 ms,
where Ck is the PRN code, Dk is the bits of the navi-
gation message, and ω is the Doppler frequency. If
the IF signal S(t) after ADC has the same frequency
with the local carrier generator, then ω is 0. When
the short-time PRN code does not jump, the Si(t) and
the Sq(t) values are constant, the strength of accumu-
lated data block signal has been enhanced; when the
frequency is not at the same time, the Si(t) and Sq(t)
values of the existence of a Doppler frequency sine
and cosine component of ω, the cumulative signal
strength reduce, which means not related to accumu-
lated signal data in the block strength has been weak-
ened. When ω = 0 and short-time PRN code jumping
change takes place, such a situation only takes place
for once in the complete 1 RRN code period and it
will not cause an influence on the PRN code signal
treatment in the entire period.

Fig. 1 Principle of capture algorithm. The figure describes the principles and processes of frequency domain capture algorithm based on FFT

Table 1 The difference between four major constellation systems

GNSS signal PRN code length PRN code period (ms) modulation mode PRN code type

GPS L1 C/A 1023 1 BPSK Gold code

Galileo E1B 4092 4 BOC Memory code

GLONASS L1 511 1 BPSK M sequence

Beidou B1I 2046 1 BPSK Gold code

The table shows the difference between the four constellations in terms of the code length, the code rate, the mode of modulation, and the way of code
generation of the RPN
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2.3 Design of compatible capture strategy based on GPU
Based on the above discussion, this article presents a
compatible capture structure based on GPU, whose
structure is shown in Fig. 2. Depending on the CPU plat-
form, GNSS signal acquisition can be carried out in par-
allel by multithreading. Each thread can reuse the signal
acquisition module, so that different data resources can
be processed by using the same instructions.
As shown in the diagram, the system is mainly com-

posed of channel parameter control setting module,
related energy accumulation and signal acquisition mod-
ule, pseudo-code generator, sampling date memory, and
two data pre-processing modules. Among them, the first
input first output (FIFO) and channel parameter control
are used to store the data and control parameters for
each channel, respectively. The multi-channel PRN gen-
erator is responsible for producing a local pseudo code
of each system, and the pseudo code should be sent into
the data pre-processing module to realize the bit expan-
sion of the code data. The sampling data memory is
used to store the 1-ms satellite signal to be captured,
and the output data of this module also needs to be pre-
processed. Two data pre-processing modules and a re-
lated energy accumulation and signal acquisition module
are designed to realize the parallel treatment for GNSS
signal capture, so as to achieve the features of multi-
logic channel capture and multi-functional reuse. Be-
cause the official ICD document of the Galileo system
does not give the way of its PRN code generation, the
PRN code generation of Galileo signal can only be real-
ized by register storage. Therefore, the system’s pseudo-
code generator module includes a universal code gener-
ator and a memory code controller. The former is used
to generate PRN codes for GPS, BDS, and GLONASS
systems, and the latter is used in the Galileo system.
The flow of the GNSS compatible acquisition algo-

rithm is shown in Fig. 3. The capture module performs
the signal capture operation of the GNSS based on the
captured execution command information received by
the system load monitoring module. When the capture

phase begins, the acquisition module acquires the state
of signal acquisition from the interior of the GNSS
receiver system. During the process of capturing, the re-
ceiver depending on the GPU high-performance proces-
sor concurrently opens the Kernel function of multiple
cores, and each Kernel function performs PRN code ac-
quisition in a frequency domain for a satellite. After the
capture is finished, the system stores the capture results
and transmits them to the tracking channels for subse-
quent signal processing. The system also makes full use
of the flow processing mechanism of the GPU high-
performance computing platform. In the process of ac-
quisition processing, another thread can execute signal
data from the CPU memory to the GPU memory copy
operation, so as to make more efficient capture.
In this design, the related energy accumulation and

signal acquisition algorithm modules are designed into
separate thread safety structures, so as to achieve parallel
acquisition of multiple signals without confusion. In
addition, the structure can independently carry out co-
herent accumulation and incoherent accumulation of
data point by point. The processing process of the cor-
relation energy accumulation and frequency domain
capture of a logical channel is shown in the Fig. 4.

2.4 Summary of system characteristics and compatibility
Based on the above design structure and processing
flow, the design scheme proposed in this paper can
implement the different system-compatible acquisition
according to different satellite navigation signals.
Once acquisition is achieved, a rough estimate value
of the code phase and Doppler can be obtained. The
compatible capture designed in this article has the
following characteristics.

� Multi-channel parallel search: Based on the GPU
platform, the GNSS signal capture is carried out in
parallel by multithreading. And each thread reuses
the signal capture module to perform the different
dataproessing with the same instruction.

Fig. 2 The overall structure diagram of acquisition system. The figure shows the six core modules of the multi-constellation-compatible capture
system and the relationship between each module
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� Support different signals with 1023 integer multiples
of the code length: The up-sampling of the PRN
code through the data pretreatment module which
ensures the width of the local pseudo-code data
meets the design requirements of wide energy
accumulation and signal capture module, according
to the Nyquist criteria set receiver capture width
8192, making it suitable for all the GNSS signal
capture requirements. In addition, the length of the
correlative integral time is set by the channel parameters,
so that the system can support the acquisition of signals
with different code periods.

� Compatible with BPSK and BOC modulation modes:
The use of a single logical channel can support
BPSK signal acquisition. If the two logic channel
carrier frequencies are set to the two peak values of
the BOC signal and the incoherent cumulative
results of the two are added together, the BOC
signal can be captured.

� Support different code rate and sampling rate
signals: The two data pre-processing modules
mentioned in the previous article are the key to the
implementation of this part of the compatibility

� Support the fine parallel acquisition of carrier
Doppler frequency: By increasing the number of the
FFT transform of the signal after dispreading, the
finer Doppler frequency estimation can be obtained,

which is helpful for tracking a channel to track the
signal more accurately.

� The number of code phase search is variable: By
setting the channel parameters, the number of
processing points and the number of code phase
slips can be controlled, in order to achieve a variable
number of code phase search.

� Accelerating capture by stream processing:
Performance computing platform, when the GNSS
signal capture operations, another thread will copy
the GNSS signal data from the CPU memory to the
GPU memory operation, thus causes the receiver to
capture more quickly and efficiently. In addition, one
or several satellite systems can be selectively
captured by the system load monitor to improve
capture efficiency.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 System prototype
The GNSS-compatible acquisition strategy proposed in
this paper is based on the GPU high-performance com-
puting platform, mainly built by NVIDIA GeForce GTX
850M graphics card and developed by compute unified
device architecture (CUDA) integrated development kit
on Visual Studio2010 platform. CUDA is a common par-
allel computing architecture launched by NVIDIA in

Fig. 3 Flow chart of acquisition algorithm. The figure shows a complete capture process for the multi-constellation compatibility capture strategy
designed in this article
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Fig. 4 Procedure of logical channel. The figure shows the processing process of the correlation energy accumulation and frequency domain
capture of a logical channel in the system

Fig. 5 System prototype architecture diagram. The figure shows the system prototype of the compatible capture system designed in this article,
which is mainly composed of the display layer, the processing layer, the interface layer, and the device layer
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2006, which enables GPU to solve complex computing
problems [25].
The system prototype designed based on GPU archi-

tecture proposed in this paper is mainly divided into the
display layer, the processing layer, the interface layer, and
the device layer, as shown in Fig. 5.

� Display layer: It provides the user with a simple
system parameter configuration interface and
present processing results.

� Processing layer: The processing requests submitted
by the user are invoked efficiently through a good
interface, and the capture processing of different
signals can be executed according to the difference in
the system settings. In addition, it makes full use of
the advantages of GPU parallel operations to process
signals and import programs in a modular way.

� Interface layer: It is used to specify the access
methods of the corresponding devices and files, as
well as the format of the data storage.

� Equipment layer: It is the lowest level of the whole
system. The system is a high-performance comput-
ing platform based on GPU, where GPU is respon-
sible for massive data high-performance parallel
computing, and CPU is responsible for process con-
trol of program execution.

� In order to achieve the compatible capture of GNSS
signals, the key and difficult point of this design is
the signal capture part of the system processing
layer.

� The specific development environment is shown as
follows:

� Operating system: Windows10 x64 pro

� CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710MQ
� GPU: NVIDIA(R) GeForce(R) GTX 850M。

� CUDA version: Version 7.5.18

3.2 System implementation and test
Here, the capture structure based on GPU is tested, and
the system’s capture test interface is shown in Fig. 6.
Before capturing, users must configure relevant informa-
tion, including intermediate frequency, sampling rate,
search bandwidth, and selection of satellite system. After
setting up, signal acquisition operation can be carried
out. Because of the limited hardware resources in the la-
boratory, the GPS digital IF signal is used as an example
to test the system architecture designed in this paper. In
order to highlight the high performance of GPU and the
practical application ability of CPU to deal with complex

Fig. 6 Acquisition parameter setting interface. This figure shows the interface of the system, where the user can configure the capture
parameters through the interface before the capture starts

Table 2 The satellite data captured by the GPU experimental
platform

Satellite
number

Ratio of peak
values

Code phase
(chips)

Carrier frequency(MHz)

21 13.56 13404 9.547480976105E + 06

22 12.66 6287 9.549720973969E + 06

15 10.47 36322 9.549975933075E + 06

18 9.36 20724 9.548300487517E + 06

6 4.03 28203 9.544348621368E + 06

9 3.42 4695 9.550895606995E + 06

3 3.39 34211 9.549948616028E + 06

26 3.07 26828 9.545067690276E + 06

The table shows the specific data of the satellite number, the code phase, the
carrier frequency and the peak ratio of the 8 satellites captured in
the experiment
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data, the test uses the large file data sampled by high
sampling frequency. Therefore, the input signal is that
the GPS satellite signal is sampled by the 38.192 MHz
sampling frequency and the 4 bit sampling width of
50 s, and the frequency of the original signal is 9.
548 MHz.
Here, the system successfully captured eight GPS satel-

lites. The specific data of the satellite number, code
phase, carrier frequency, and peak ratio of the eight sat-
ellites are shown as shown in Table 2. Figure 7 shows
the visual effect of the capture results.

3.3 Analysis of system acquisition efficiency
In order to further verify the advantage of GPU for sig-
nal capture in efficiency, the capture efficiency of GPU
and CPU is compared. In the same experimental envir-
onment, 20 groups of independent acquisition experi-
ments based on CPU and GPU were completed
respectively by using the same data. The average execu-
tion time of the two experimental groups to capture a
single satellite and capture eight satellites was calculated.
Among them, the execution time of GPU is determined
by the special timing API provided by NAVIDA, and the
running time of CPU is determined by the timer func-
tion provided by MFC. The comparison results are
shown in Table 3.
The test results show that when the single satellite is

captured, the signal capture base on GPU needs more
execution time than the signal capture base on CPU.

This is because the initialization of the CUDA comput-
ing and the memory allocation will take a certain
amount of time. And using GPU-based capture structure
to traverse all satellites takes only 2.312 s time, which is
nearly five times faster than that of all satellites captured
by CPU. In fact, the highest frequency of i7-4710MQ
CPU is up to 3.5 GHz, but its execution speed is still less
than that of the GTX850M card with the highest 2.5 G
frequency. It can be seen that the advantages of parallel
processing of GPU are remarkable.
The following is a further analysis of the efficiency of

this design using the GPU architecture for signal cap-
ture. Figure 8 is the percentage of the time consumed by
each kernel when it is captured under this structure.
From the graph, it can be seen that the time spent in

capturing the structure in this paper is mainly concen-
trated in the FFT computation performed by the three
time cufftExecC2C kernel functions, accounting for 55.

Fig. 7 The proportional peak diagram of satellite acquisition. This is an intuitive display of the results of the capture of 32 GPS satellites in the
test. In the figure, the green bars represent successful acquisition and the blue bars represent a capture that failed

Table 3 Time consuming comparison between GPU and CPU

The number of satellites Experimental mode Execution time

1 Single satellite capture(CPU) 0.478 s

Single satellite capture(GPU) 1.267 s

8 All satellite capture(CPU) 10.398 s

All satellite capture(CPU) 2.312 s

The table shows the average time consumed contrast of the GPU and CPU
capture satellites under the same experimental conditions
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99% of the total computation ratio (three times and FFT
time).This part is the key to CPU’s acceleration over
CPU’s execution of signal capture operations.
In addition, the number of points in the FFT operation

designed by this article is variable, and the number of exe-
cution capture channels can also be set on its own. As the
number of FFT point’s increases and the number of paral-
lel acquisition channels increases, the advantage of GPU
as a high-performance parallel computing platform will
become more and more obvious. Of course, this acceler-
ation is not necessarily established with the increase in the
amount of data. The time consumed of a FFF operation in
this paper is changed with the number of channels and
the number of points, as shown in Fig. 9.
To sum up, the new compatible capture structure

based on GPU is proposed in this paper, which has high
computing efficiency and very considerable time com-
pression ratio.

4 Conclusions
This paper is based on the research of CPU-based
multi-constellation GNSS signal acquisition technology.
Compatible capture is the key technology for

developing GNSS receiver. The compatible acquisition
scheme proposed in this paper not only expands the
format of captured signals, which almost supports all
existing satellite system signals, but also achieves a
parallel processing of GNSS signal data by using
GPU, which improves the efficiency of capture pro-
cessing. Using this structure to capture eight parallel
satellites only takes 2.312 s, which is about five times
faster than the CPU in the same case. In addition,
the GPU high-performance computing platform used
in this paper is built mainly by the NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 850M graphics card and is implemented in con-
junction with the CUDA programming environment.
It is very convenient for ordinary computers to build
the GPU high-performance computing platform which
is proposed in this paper. It only needs to access a
NVIDIA graphics card supporting a CUDA program-
ming. Therefore, the design of this paper has good
implementation and portability. In another words,
making full use of the advantages of GPU and apply-
ing it to the processing of GNSS satellite signals is a
new direction for the design of compatible receivers.
Moreover, the design idea of this paper is redesigning

Fig. 8 Time consumed percentages of each kernel. The figure is the time-occupying time consumed by each kernel in the execution of the cap-
ture process by the system designed in this article. Among them, the time of three FFT operations is up to 55.99%

Fig. 9 Time consumed change diagram of FFF operation. The figure shows the time consumed changes in the FFT operation as the number of
channels and FFT points changes in the system
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the GNSS system, which can provide a reference for
the new research of how to allocate resources ration-
ally and build an ideal multi-country shared civil
GNSS and the next generation of satellite navigation
system.
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